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Abstract

A significant problem in engineering design is the translation of a design from a set of functional

requirements into a system design specification.  To facilitate this transition we are developing a

Design Learning Simulator (DLS).  The DLS consists of three components - processes and

procedures that are embodied in a product realization process, tools that support those processes,

and a domain knowledge base from which to gather information to complete tasks.  The Design-

Learning Simulator may be accessed on the World Wide Web at

"http://www.srl.gatech.edu/DLS/ ".  In this paper, we describe a Function-Behavior-

Structure model, which is embodied in a part of our Design Learning Simulator, for converting

information that characterizes the needs and requirements for a product into knowledge about the

product.
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1 OUR FOUNDATIONAL PARADIGM :  DECISION-BASED DESIGN

We define designing as a process of converting information that characterizes the needs and

requirements for a product into knowledge about a product (Mistree, et al., 1990).  The Decision-

Based Design (DBD) paradigm, then, has been identified as one perspective for concurrent

engineering design.  This perspective is based on the premise that “the principal role of an

engineer, in the design of an artifact, is to make decisions.” (Mistree, et al., 1993; Shupe, 1988).

By focusing on formulating decisions about both qualitative and quantitative information,

designers are able to maintain design freedom until the late stages of the design process, allowing

quick changes in the design in order to react to changes in market conditions or design

complications.  We implement DBD through the Decision Support Problem (DSP) Technique

(Muster and Mistree, 1988).  The embodiment of the DSP Technique includes several

components.  These include:

• A method of representing, evaluating, and improving design processes:  The DSPT

Palette of Icons (Bras and Mistree, 1991)

• A method of formulating decisions both linguistically and mathematically:  The Decision

Support Problems (Mistree, et al., 1990)

• A computing environment in which a number of computer-based tools are integrated:

The DSPT Workbook (Allen, et al., 1989) which is being transformed into the Design

Learning Simulator (Turns, et al., 1995)

In this paper, we focus on describing the process for converting information that characterizes the

needs and requirements for a product into knowledge about the product.  This process is

embodied in a part of our Design Learning Simulator.

1.1 Implementing the DSP Technique:  ME3110 Creative Decisions & Design

ME3110: CREATIVE DECISIONS AND DESIGN is the first design course in our curriculum and is

required for every ME student.  Product realization, over a 10 week quarter, is the focus of the

course.  Students are introduced to an often-turbulent imaginary world - Planet Vayu.   The

inhabitants of Vayu must solve a serious problem that requires an engineered solution.  Students

design and build a solution to this problem.  One quarter they may need to build an evacuation

device, another quarter a device that will transport and drop sleeping potion in enemy territory.

Important activities include learning how to observe, reflect and articulate; understand the

market; identify, formulate and solve decision problems that support human decision making;

design a process for designing the artifact; design, build and test the artifact; and develop a

rudimentary marketing strategy (Mistree and Muster, 1984,1985).  In this context, the students

plan their activities for the quarter, allocate resources (cost, time, and so on), and have an artifact
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ready to demonstrate under competition conditions near the quarter's end.  Students experience

the interplay inherent in meeting design requirements subject to resource constraints, selecting

most-likely-to-succeed alternatives, and resolving trade-offs.  Decisions are introduced as key

engineering constructs to support human designers to negotiate solutions to these

interdisciplinary tasks.  Students have several resources including textbooks, template

worksheets, old reports, and software tools.  Identifying, finding, and interpreting the pertinent

resources at the right time is a problem; students spend so much time doing that they have little

time to reflect on what they have done.  This is the issue we wish to tackle through the creation

of the Design Learning Simulator.

At Georgia Tech, we orchestrate this introductory design class in the mechanical engineering

curriculum.  As orchestrators, we do not simply pour knowledge into the heads of waiting

students, but instead, create an environment which supports learning through doing.  We do not

want students to parrot ideas handed down from the hill of experience; we encourage them to set

personal goals for learning in the class and construct their own knowledge over the course of the

term.  Successful students often continue to work with the program, becoming orchestrators and

creators, driving the direction of instruction and development to help future students gain more

use and benefit from their experience.

Students, as well as other designers, are often limited in resources available during a design

process.  These limited resources may include money, time and labor.  These limitations often

negatively affect the choices made when resources run low in the late stages of a design process.

We believe that these limitations can be changed into benefits by embracing a philosophy of

design using available assets in the early stages of the design process.  It is generally cheaper to

adapt an off-the-shelf component to satisfy a set of requirements than to custom-make a part

(Vadde, et al., 1995).  Also, by using known parts, students and other designers have access to

more complete, higher quality information than by building, testing and using unknown parts.

By using these available assets, designers can make their design process more efficient and

effective, increasing the flexibility and reliability of their products and decreasing time to market.

1.2 Phases of Design in ME 3110:  Six Design Reports

In ME 3110, Creative Decisions and Design, students must submit six design reports over the

course of a ten-week quarter, as depicted in Figure 1.  These design reports correspond to several

stages that are almost universal to a mechanical design process.  The design problem is

functionally partitioned into subsystems and ideas are generated in Design Report I.  In Design

Report II, students perform a cost analysis of their design process, in terms of time budgeting.  In

Design Reports IIIa and IIIb, students select solution principles (Pahl and Beitz, 1988) and parts
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to fulfill solution principles to complete the conceptual design phase.  Students deal with layout

design and concept rationalization in Design Report IV.  Finally, in Design Report V, students

perform a trade-off analysis of their subsystems.  In this paper we focus on Design Reports I

(partitioning), IIIa (solution principles) and IIIb (components).
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Figure 1.  Product Realization:  Phases and Events in ME3110.  Design Reports and Student Progress.

Although this relatively generic design process is very similar to those found in industry and thus

the tasks presented are authentic, students can have difficulty understanding and using the many

tools and techniques presented.  While the customer's design requirements are initially stated

collectively, the tools necessary to fashion a solution are presented and used as independent

entities.  Metaphorically, from the student's perspective, the tools sit as independent packages on

a shelf with a minimal capability for interaction.  When a task is defined, the tools deemed

necessary to perform the task are selected and their outputs are blended together iteratively.  In a

computer environment this is typified by a sequential series of batch processed jobs; a stability

assessment may be followed by a strength calculation which is preceded by a weight estimate,

etc.  This process requires the application of many resources and considerable testing and may

also confuse students who tend to see the trees rather than the forest.

A more successful educational paradigm is to focus on what is happening to information

throughout the design process.  A designer accumulates and structures information in such as

way as to make it possible to reach decisions.  An important part of this activity is to create

representations of the design on which designers can act or consult.  The need for adequate

representations is explained well by Wilson:
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“[A good representation] makes the important things explicit [and] exposes the natural

constraints inherent in the problem.”

and

“The much greater perspicuity and the inherent thinking advantages of powerful

representations enable progress that would be impossibly difficult with anything less

adequate ...”

-  Patrick Henry Winston, 1984

Here the term representation is used in its most general sense.  It is only necessary that the design

representation address the issues under consideration at a particular point along the design

timeline.  Thus, in the very early stages of design, a verbal or symbolic description of the

problem requirements may be appropriate; later, mathematical and graphical representations of

the artifact may be more appropriate.  CAD-based simulations or even physical prototypes are

used to represent information at the final design stages.  Different degrees of detail of the

representation are appropriate at different phases in the design process, and vary between group

members.  Thus in the early stages of design, a sketch of an approximate configuration of the

product may be useful, but detailed drawings will be required later for designers interested in a

particular subsystem.  However, level of detail is not the only issue; we believe that different

types of information are required at different stages in design.

1.3 Function, Behavior and Structure

F

Be Bs

S D

Synthesis

Reformulation

Comparison

F:  Function
Be:  Behavior (expected)
Bs:  Behavior (structure)
S:  Structure
D:  Design Representation

P

P:  Problem

Figure 2.  A Design Process (adapted from (Gero, 1990)).

Examining the world of artificial intelligence, an interesting, algorithmic view of a design

process is found.  According to (Gero, 1990), designers design by positing functions to be

achieved and producing descriptions of artifacts capable of fulfilling those functions.  This

opposes the methodology used in science, where researchers describe the world and behaviors
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and find causal relationships between them.  The act of design can be seen as transforming a

functional representation, F, to a design description or physical representation, D, through the

behavior, B, and structure, S.  Thus, designers develop a functional requirement for a  design, F;

determine behaviors, B, that will result in fulfillment of those functions, and select structures, S,
to cause those behaviors.  The expected behaviors, Be, may not match the behavior of the

structure, Bs, and so an evaluation stage may be required.  Also, we have added to this process P,

the representation of the problem, that must be transformed into a functional representation at the

start of the design process.  This process is illustrated in Figure 2.  This perspective of a design

process is consistent with the proposed design taxonomy of Dixon and colleagues, (Dixon, et al.,

1988) and with the work of Suh, (Suh, 1990).  The stages of design represented in this model are

similar to the phases in the product realization process used in ME 3110.  These similarities are

discussed in later sections.

2 THE DESIGN-LEARNING SIMULATOR

Computer-based support for ME 3110 is provided through the Design-Learning Simulator

(DLS).  We support the students in three areas:

Processes: Students utilize design methodologies to facilitate both designing and learning.

The DSP Technique (Mistree, et al., 1990) is a framework for integrating designing

and learning in one process, through planning, conceiving and designing.

Tools: Students use tools for modeling and solving design problems.  There are currently a

number of tools students may use in the process of formulating and solving Decision

Support Problems, which are rigid mathematical formulations for making decisions.

We also provide tools for students to use in forming groups, generating and

associating ideas, simulating processes, requesting clarifications about rule questions,

and reflecting on what has been learned and how it may be applied in other situations.

Knowledge Bases:  Students must have a body of knowledge as a resource in solving design

problems.  This can consist of many types of knowledge, ranging from textbooks in

which students find equations, to vendor catalogs on the World Wide Web which

allow students to order materials, to case studies which illustrate how other students

developed their design processes.  In the DLS, we provide three types of knowledge

bases as available assets:  case studies, engineering primers, and design catalogs.  By

examining case studies of prior groups’ design reports, students can learn what is

expected and model their work on the most successful of those who came before,

standing on the shoulders of others, rather than starting from scratch.  Students can
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quickly learn how to analyze, simulate, and acquire parts for their projects by using

the engineering primers.  Finally, students can select solution principles and parts

from the design catalogs, using available parts rather than designing building new

ones.

The Design Learning Simulator can be accessed on the World Wide Web.  Its URL is

"http://www.srl.gatech.edu/DLS/ ".  By using the WWW as our platform for

development, we ensure cross-platform compatibility and future accessibility, allow easy

modification and addition, and enable distance learning and use in design in industry.

2.1 Focus:  Design Report I—Functional Partitioning

About Design Report I

At the start of Design Report I, students have a problem statement in the form of a story in which

the orchestrators have set a context for the design problem, and a set of rules that is used as a

performance target.  They must explore and understand the customer's requirements and then

transform these items into a formal problem statement, and form the problem statement into a

functional representation of the problem.  Students then divide the functions into subsystems,

which are each matched to a team member for the design process.

Mapping to a FBS Model
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Be Bs

S D

Synthesis

Reformulation

Comparison

F:  Function
Be:  Behavior (expected)
Bs:  Behavior (structure)
S:  Structure
D:  Design Representation

P

P:  ProblemDRI

Figure 3.  Problem to Function Transformation.

In this design report, students must transform a problem, P, to a functional representation, Figure

3; this is accomplished verbally and by using the icon-based language of the Living Systems

Analogy which is incorporated in the Partitioner software.  An example from ME 3110 would be

to transform the story element “rescue the students from the cliff” to the real-world

representation “collect eggs from atop a wall.”  In this early stage of design, it is important to

capture the full extent and nuances of the customer's requirements, so we have deliberately P
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chosen a representation scheme offering a large number of elemental functional descriptions (or

subsystems) - several other schemes are available, however they have more limited capabilities.

The subsystems are divided into in three major categories, namely, subsystems (two) which

process both matter-energy and information, subsystems (eight) which process matter-energy,

and subsystems (ten) which process information.  Each subsystem is represented by an icon,

Figure 4.  Further information about the use of these icons in describing the functional

requirements for a design is available in (Koch, et al., 1994).
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MATTER / ENERGY INFORMATION

Supporter Encoder

Producer Decoder

Ingestor Input
Transducer

Distributor Internal
Transducer

Converter Channel And Net

Extruder Memory

Motor Decider

Output
Transducer

Timer

MATTER / ENERGY AND INFORMATION

Matter / Energy
Storage Associator

Figure 4.  Symbolic Representation of the Subsystems of the Living Systems Analogy.
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The Partitioner

Icons may be combined into patterns describing the functional requirements of a design using the

Partitioner computer software (Koch, 1994).  The Partitioner is used by students in modeling the

functional requirements of a system by using the subsystems of a Living Systems Analogy.

Focusing on the use of this tool for transformation of design information from function to

behavior should enhance their understanding of design.

2.2 Focus:  Design Report IIIa and IIIb—Design for Concept

About Design Report IIIa and Design Report IIIb

In Design Report IIIa, students must perform a preliminary selection of concepts that will fulfill

the functional requirements of their subsystems.  At this stage, students perform comparison

between pairs of concepts, determining their ranking according to criteria for selection they have

developed.  At this point in the design process, concepts are developed to the level of solution

principles in the terminology of the Pahl and Beitz design process (Pahl and Beitz, 1988).  At the

end of Design Report IIIa, students have found a set of most-likely to succeed concepts and have

analyzed their designs under different weightings of criteria to determine robustness of their

suggested concepts under several design scenarios.  The selection process continues in Design

Report IIIb, after students have further analyzed their designs to transform the concepts into

feasible alternatives.  In this design report, students introduce quantitative scales, changing their

qualitative feelings to harder information.  Students rank alternatives on these scales to select

concepts and create recommendations for further development.  At this stage, the transformation

to a component representation has begun, and students have a general idea of the parts which will

make up their subsystems.

Mapping to a FBS Model

The transformations of information in Design Reports IIIa and IIIb are illustrated in Figure 5.  In

Design Report IIIa, the functional representation developed in Design Report I is transformed

into a behavioral representation.  An example from the class would be transforming the

functional part of the problem from “climb the wall” to “use a slot-car like vehicle to climb the

wall.” Behavioral representations are provided both using theoretical and mathematical

descriptions of the system and experimental or qualitative information available in knowledge

bases.  Students examine and select solution principles or expected behaviors through both

Design Report IIIa and Design Report IIIb.  In Design Report IIIb, students transform the

behavioral model of their subsystems to a structural representation of selected components

through an iterative process.  For example, the previous “use a slot-car like vehicle to climb the

wall” would be refined to become “use an inverted T-shaped groove to hold the vehicle to the
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wall.”  At this point in the design process, however, design freedom remains and specific parts

have not yet been selected.  In Design Report IV, which is not discussed in this paper, students
test their systems through simulation and prototyping, creating the S->Bs transformation.

Students then compare actual performance of their systems (Bs) to the expected performance of

the system (Be), and refine their designs.

F

Be Bs

S D

Synthesis

Reformulation

Comparison

F:  Function
Be:  Behavior (expected)
Bs:  Behavior (structure)
S:  Structure
D:  Design Representation

P

P:  Problem

DRIIIa

DRIIIb

Figure 5.  Transformations in Design Report IIIa and Design Report IIIb

The Concept Catalog, Engineering Primers and Component Catalog

We have developed three tools to support students in Design Report IIIa and IIIb, described in

(Clark, et al., 1996).  The first of these tools, the Concept Catalog, is used by students in

selecting solution principles to fulfill the functional requirements of their subsystems.  In it,

solution principles such as “electric motor,” “spring,” or “dashpot” are organized under their

Living Systems Analogy representation, “matter / energy motor.”

As students in ME 3110 often are at the start of the engineering curriculum, we have introduced

the engineering primers to assist students in making intelligent choices.  Engineering Primers are

used by students to scaffold their theoretical knowledge either as a quick refresher course or to

learn “just enough” about a subject such as gears, springs, or electrical components.  Typical

contents of a primer are equations relevant to a solution principle, and caveats and bonuses of

using certain subtypes of solution principles.  Additional information relevant to design in the

context of ME 3110, such as local sources for parts or cheap substitutes for expensive parts are

also presented.  The information in the primers is used by students in increasing the availability

of the assets presented in the Catalogs.  These Primers are accessed through hyperlinks added to

the Concept Catalog.

The third tool we have introduced is the Component Catalog.  In it, parts are presented under the

solution principles of the Concept Catalog.  Information necessary to design, such as size and

weight are included.  Further information, such as CAD drawings, material content or fastener
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location and orientation, may be added to support further design analysis at later stages of design

or in other design classes.

2.3 Focus:  Design Report V—Compromise

About Design Report V

In Design Report V, students perform a trade-off analysis of some aspect of their system, using

the Compromise Decision Support Problem (Mistree, et al., 1993, Shupe, 1988).  This analysis is

similar to an optimization problem, but allows for more than one goal, and, by varying the

importance of the goals, different solutions are found.  A sample tradeoff analysis performed in

the class may be balancing payload capacity against engine power.  If payload is increased, its

weight and the weight of the container will increase, requiring a larger engine; however, the size

for both components may be limited by design constraints and a balance between the two must

be found.  With the compromise DSP,  students can find designs that perform quickly, carry a

large payload, or strike a balance between the two.

Mapping to a FBS Model
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Synthesis

Reformulation

Comparison

F:  Function
Be:  Behavior (expected)
Bs:  Behavior (structure)
S:  Structure
D:  Design Representation

P

P:  Problem

DRV

Figure 6.  Transforming Expected Behavior to Structure.

The transformation that is performed in Design Report V is depicted in Figure 6.  In Design
Report V, students must transform the behavior they have chosen for their system, Be, to a

structural representation in the form of selected components.  Returning to our example, students

would transform “use an inverted T-shaped groove to hold the vehicle to the wall” to “use two

1.8m lengths of 2cm angle iron to create the T-shaped groove.”  To make this transformation, the

compromise DSP is used, with information from the Component Catalog, to perform a trade-off

analysis of system variables.  This analysis allows students to choose specific parts to use in

building their systems and thus determine the product’s structure.
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The Component Catalog in Design Report V

The Component Catalog, discussed in (Clark, et al., 1996), is also used in Design Report V.  The

detailed information associated with each part is used in two ways.  In formulating the

Compromise Decision Support Problem (DSP), it is used to determine the bounds of the feasible

design space, and the parts available in that space.  For example, system size may be limited to

one cubic meter, and parts of other systems are estimated to leave a space of 10 cm by 15 cm by

20 cm for both the payload and motor subsystems.  This estimate is used to find a range of

allowable parts for the design, by performing a trade-off between payload capacity and motor

power.  After the compromise DSP has been completed, a design specification is created and the

Component Catalog is used to select parts that most closely meet the specification to specify the

artifact's structure.

3 CLOSURE

In this paper, we have presented a series of tools to be used by students in designing artifacts in

an  introductory mechanical engineering design class.  These tools map well to the Function,

Behavior, Structure model from the field of Artificial Intelligence.  Work is underway to

implement the tools presented in this paper for use in ME 3110:  Creative Decisions and Design,

but preliminary results suggests that having students focus on information flows helps them

internalize a design process more easily.
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